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and the honest participle. Thus answered, the Fused Participle
does not continue the argument, but pleads only that there is
room for all three forms.
Before giving some examples to help in the decision, we
shall summarize our own opinion, (i) It is not a matter to
be decided by appeal to historical grammar. All three con-
structions may have separate legitimate descents, and yet in
the interests of clear thought and expression it may be better
for one of them to be abandoned. (2) There are two opposite
tendencies at present: among careful writers, to avoid the
fused participle (this, being negative, can naturally not be
illustrated) and to put possessive signs in slightly uncom-
fortable places by way of compensation ; among slovenly
writers, to throw off all limits of length for the subject of the
fused participle. (3) Long fused-participle phrases are a
variety of abstract expression, and as such to be deprecated.
Among the resources of civilization is the power of choosing
between different ways of saying the same thing; and literary
skill is very much a matter of exercising that power; a writer
should recognize that if he cannot get round an ugly fused
participle there is still much for him to learn. (4) Oppor-
tunities for ambiguity are so abundant in English, owing to
the number of words whose parsing depends on context, that
all aids to precision are valuable; and it is not too much to
expect a writer to know and let us know whether he means
a participle or a gerund.
a. That the possessive of all pronouns that have the form
should be used instead of the objective or subjective is hardly
disputed. Correct accordingly:
You may rely upon me doing all in my power.—sir W. harcourt.
The confounded fetterlock clapped on my movements by old Griffiths
prevents me repairing to England in person.—scott.
But when it comes to us following his life and example . . .—Daily
Telegraph.
Nothing can prevent it being the main issue at the General Election,—
Spectator.

